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Abstract. We present a method for deriving the radiative
effects of absorbing aerosols in cloudy scenes from satellite retrievals only. We use data of 2005–2007 from various
passive sensors aboard satellites of the “A-Train” constellation. The study area is restricted to the tropical- and subtropical Atlantic Ocean. To identify the dependence of the local
planetary albedo in cloudy scenes on cloud liquid water path
and aerosol optical depth (AOD), we perform a multiple linear regression. The OMI UV-Aerosolindex serves as an indicator for absorbing-aerosol presence. In our method, the
aerosol influences the local planetary albedo through direct(scattering and absorption) and indirect (Twomey) aerosol effects. We find an increase of the local planetary albedo (LPA)
with increasing AOD of mostly scattering aerosol and a decrease of the LPA with increasing AOD of mostly absorbing
aerosol. These results allow us to derive the direct aerosol effect of absorbing aerosols in cloudy scenes, with the effect of
cloudy-scene aerosol absorption in the tropical- and subtropical Atlantic contributing (+21.2 ± 11.1)×10−3 Wm−2 to the
global top of the atmosphere radiative forcing.

1

Introduction

The aim of this study is to investigate the radiative forcing
at the top of the atmosphere (TOA) of absorbing aerosols in
cloudy situations. We perform the analysis for the tropical
and subtropical Atlantic Ocean region over a three-year period (2005–2007) by means of satellite retrievals from pasCorrespondence to: K. Peters
(karsten.peters@zmaw.de)

sive sensors only. The radiative effects of absorbing aerosols
in cloudy skies have not yet been studied over such large
spatial- and long timescales.
Aerosols lead to a number of radiative effects in the atmosphere and therefore influence the climate system. This study
mainly focuses on aerosol direct radiative effects (DREs),
namely the scattering and absorption of radiation by aerosol
particles (Ångström, 1962; McCormick and Ludwig, 1967).
Absorption of radiation by aerosols also exerts the so-called
semi-direct effect, altering the average cloud fraction by locally heating cloud- and near-cloud air layers (Hansen et al.,
1997; Johnson et al., 2004). Most recently, Wilcox (2010)
has found evidence for the thickening of a cloud layer underlying a layer of absorbing aerosols. Aerosols also act
as cloud condensation nuclei. Therefore, changes in aerosol
concentration lead to changes in cloud microphysical properties, which then lead to a change in cloud albedo (e.g.
Twomey, 1974; Lohmann and Feichter, 2005). It is debated
whether a modification of cloud microphysical properties
also leads to the so-called cloud-lifetime effect (Albrecht,
1989; Stevens and Feingold, 2009). A further investigation
of aerosol radiative effects is needed, since the uncertainty
associated with these leads to the largest uncertainties when
quantifying climate sensitivity (Forster et al., 2007).
Absorbing aerosols are characterised by a wavelength dependent single scattering albedo (SSA(λ)), i.e. the wavelength dependent ratio of scattering to total extinction, less
than unity. For most atmospheric aerosol species, scattering
dominates over absorption of radiation in the visible spectral
range. The direct radiative forcing (DRF) at TOA exerted by
a layer of aerosol depends on the albedo of the underlying
surface and the aerosol SSA(λ). In cloud-free scenes, even
strongly (but still also scattering) absorbing aerosols impose
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a negative TOA DRF over ice-free oceanic regions due to
the dark underlying surface – the local planetary albedo α
is increased. If the albedo of the lower boundary of the atmospheric column increases, such as in the case of clouds
residing below aerosols, absorbing aerosols can exert a positive TOA DRF (e.g. Haywood and Shine, 1997; Keil and
Haywood, 2003). In this case, the absorption of the particles dominates the scattering for the net TOA effect – α is
decreased.
Different approaches towards quantifying the TOA DRF
of absorbing aerosols overlying high-reflective surfaces, such
as clouds, have been made. The first approaches towards this
quantification were made using radiative-transfer modelling
of aerosol layers overlying a high-albedo surface. Indeed, it
was found that the TOA DRF of the aerosol is positive and
increases with the albedo of the surface (Haywood and Shine,
1997; Liao and Seinfeld, 1998a,b). It was also found, that a
positive but lower TOA DRF occurs, when soot aerosol is
externally mixed within a cloud layer (Haywood and Shine,
1997).
As more detailed measurements became available, a combination of measurements and radiative-transfer calculations
was used to infer the TOA DRF of absorbing aerosols residing above clouds. Keil and Haywood (2003) used field
measurements of the SAFARI 2000 campaign (Swap et al.,
2002) to analyse the TOA DRF of biomass-burning aerosol
overlying the stratocumulus decks off the coast of Namibia
and Angola. They found that the presence of low clouds
converted the originally negative TOA DRF of the aerosol
layer in a cloud-free scene to a positive TOA DRF of the
same magnitude (from −13.0 Wm−2 to +11.5 Wm−2 ). The
same geographic region is the focus of a satellite data based
study by Chand et al. (2009), who also employ a radiativetransfer model for deriving the TOA DRF. They used data
spanning two biomass-burning seasons (July–October 2006
and 2007) and found that the sign of the TOA DRF exerted by
absorbing aerosols above clouds depends on the cloud fraction. The cloud fraction, above which the TOA DRF of absorbing aerosols above clouds is positive, is found to be 0.4.
The mean of this TOA DRF is approximately identical to that
of Keil and Haywood (2003).
Using satellite retrievals of 2006, Stammes et al. (2008)
investigated cloudy scenes showing absorbing aerosol presence. An identification of these scenes is done on a global
scale, but the corresponding TOA DRF is derived for the region of southwest Africa and the adjacent Atlantic Ocean
only. A shortwave heating of the atmosphere in the range
of 0 to +80 Wm−2 , with a mean of +35 Wm−2 , is derived by
comparing reflectance spectra of clean and polluted scenes.
A method for quantifying aerosol-cloud overlap and the
optical properties of the respective aerosol layer from passive remote sensing only was recently developed by Waquet et al. (2009). First, they found that different retrieval
schemes for cloud top pressure yield significantly different
results when an aerosol layer resides above clouds. This enAtmos. Chem. Phys., 11, 1393–1404, 2011
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ables a quantification of aerosol-cloud overlap. Second, the
fact that aerosols overlying a cloud significantly affect the
polarised light reflected by the cloud allowed Waquet et al.
(2009) to estimate the aerosol optical depth of the aerosol
layer.
In our study, we use satellite data to quantify the radiative effect of absorbing aerosols in cloudy scenes over
the subtropical and tropical Atlantic Ocean region for the
years 2005–2007. We use measurements of passive-remotesensing instruments on satellites flying in the “A-Train” constellation (Stephens et al., 2002; Anderson et al., 2005). Our
study is thus the first attempt to quantify the TOA DRF of absorbing aerosols in cloudy scenes on large spatial- and long
timescales.
The data used in this study is presented in Sect. 2. The
method and results of deriving a quantitative relationship of
cloudy-scene broadband-shortwave α and AOD as well as an
evaluation with reanalysis data are presented and discussed
in Sect. 3. The Method and results of the radiative forcing
calculations are shown and discussed in Sect. 4. Finally, we
summarise the results and draw conclusions in Sect. 5.

2

Data

The A-Train satellite constellation currently consists of five
satellites which orbit the Earth in formation (Stephens et al.,
2002; Anderson et al., 2005). The time difference between
the first satellite, EOS (Earth Observing System) Aqua, and
the last satellite, EOS Aura, is eight minutes.
The main advantage of the A-Train is the possibility of
combining all measured data due to the collocation in time
and space. We combine measurements of cloud, aerosol
and radiative properties to derive the TOA RF of absorbing aerosols in cloudy scenes. For this, we use data covering the Atlantic Ocean from 35◦ N to 30◦ S at a resolution
of 0.25◦ ×0.25◦ for the years 2005–2007. We only use data
acquired by instruments mounted on EOS-Aqua (Parkinson,
2003) and EOS-Aura (Schoeberl et al., 2006) and the products used in this study are introduced in the following.
2.1

MODIS

MODIS (MODerate resolution Imaging Spectrometer) on
EOS Aqua measures the upwelling radiance in 36 channels
within the spectral range from 0.44 to 15 µm, has a swath
width of 2300 km and a spatial resolution ranging from 250–
1000 m. Measurements of MODIS can be used to derive
aerosol- and cloud properties over land- and ocean regions
(King et al., 1992; Kaufman et al., 1997; Tanré et al., 1997;
Yu et al., 2006). We use these properties in this study and the
datasets suiting this purpose are the MYD08 D3 and MYDATML2 collection 5 datasets.
Macrophysical cloud properties needed for this study are
provided at high spatial resolution (1×1 km2 , sub-sampled to
www.atmos-chem-phys.net/11/1393/2011/
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5×5 km2 ) in the MYDATML2 product. From this product,
we use the retrieved cloud fraction and cloud top temperature
(named “Cloud Fraction” and “Cloud Top Temperature” in
the data), which we average to a 0.25◦ ×0.25◦ grid. We
use daytime data granules only and perform a rigorous
quality control on the retrieved cloud properties, using
only pixels which are flagged as ”cloudy” and retrieved
as having “single layer liquid water cloud”. We take the
AOD(0.55 µm) from the MYD08 D3 daily Level3 product
on a 1◦ ×1◦ grid. Because we aim at analysing cloud-aerosol
interactions at 0.25◦ ×0.25◦ , the AOD is applied at all 16
0.25◦ ×0.25◦ pixels within the larger 1◦ ×1◦ pixel. This implies the AOD being homogeneously distributed over 1◦ ×1◦ ,
which is in line with the results by Anderson et al. (2003).
2.2

AMSR-E

AMSR-E (Advanced Microwave Scanning RadiometerEarth Observing System; Kawanishi et al., 2003) is installed
on EOS Aqua and provides global passive microwave measurements. Horizontally and vertically polarised brightness
temperatures are measured in six channels, from 6.9 GHz
to 89.0 GHz and the spatial resolution varies from 5.4 km at
89 GHz to 56 km at 6.9 GHz.
Important for this study is the derivation of the cloud liquid
water path (LWP) from AMSR-E measurements at 36.5 GHz
(Wentz, 1997). We obtain the data from REMSS (REMote
Sensing Systems, www.remss.com) and grid the data onto
a 0.25◦ ×0.25◦ grid. We only use scenes having a retrieved
LWP ≥20 g m−2 , as this is a threshold approximately equivalent to a cloud optical depth >4, from which on cloud microphysical property retrievals can be considered reliable (Nakajima and King, 1990).
2.3

CERES

CERES (Clouds and the Earth’s Radiant Energy System;
Wielicki et al., 1996; Loeb and Manalo-Smith, 2005) is an
instrument aboard EOS Aqua and measures the upwelling
short- and longwave radiation at about 20×20 km2 horizontal
resolution. The measured radiances are converted into TOA
fluxes as a function of viewing- and solar zenith angles by
the use of Angular Distribution Models (ADMs) and allow
for a detailed computation of the Earth’s radiation budget. In
this study, we use the CERES single-scanner-footprint (SSF)
product. This is a Level2 product which combines MODIS
and CERES measurements, with the MODIS measurements
averaged to fit the footprint size of CERES.
In this study, we only use the spectrally averaged
(0.3–5 µm), upwelling shortwave radiative flux at TOA
(CERES SW TOA flux - upwards). We convert it to the local planetary albedo α by relating the outgoing shortwave
flux to the incoming solar insolation. We compute the solar insolation by use of the CERES measured solar zenith
angle at the surface, the eccentricity of Earth’s orbit and
www.atmos-chem-phys.net/11/1393/2011/
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a solar constant of 1365 Wm−2 as used in the CERES retrievals. We grid the data, like the MODIS Level2 data, onto
a 0.25◦ ×0.25◦ global grid.
2.4

OMI

OMI (Ozone Monitoring Instrument; Levelt et al., 2006) is
the follow-up of TOMS (Total Ozone Mapping Spectrometer; Heath et al., 1975) and is a spectrometer with high spectral resolution installed on EOS Aura. OMI has a swath width
of 2600 km and offers nearly daily global coverage with a
spatial resolution for the UV-2 and VIS (UV-1) channels
ranging from 13×24(48) km2 to about 13×150 km2 . This
resolution-range is due to pixel distortion at the outer edge of
the swath.
The main advantage of OMI for this study is, that bulk
aerosol radiative effects can be derived from its measurements in the UV spectral range also in cloudy scenes. We
use the data from the OMAERUVG v003 dataset, which
is a gridded Level2 dataset containing all retrievals from
the OMAERUV (OMi near-UV; Torres et al., 2007) algorithm falling into a 0.25◦ ×0.25◦ grid-box. This algorithm
provides for a variety of aerosol radiative properties, such
as AOD(0.388 µm), AOD of absorption, single scattering
albedo for clear sky conditions and aerosol indices. Of these
parameters, we only use the so-called UV-Aerosol Index
(UV-AI) (Torres et al., 1998; de Graaf et al., 2005; De Vries
et al., 2009). The properties of this index are important in the
context of this study and we go into further detail on these in
the next paragraph. For further processing, the mean of all
measurements in each 0.25◦ ×0.25◦ grid box is calculated.
2.4.1

The UV-AI: a measure for aerosol absorption

In this study, the UV-AI is the key parameter to identify absorbing aerosols. Therefore, we present a short review of
the concepts and particularities of the UV-AI in this section.
From these, we derive and provide constraints on the usability of the UV-AI in the scope of this study.
The UV-AI is a semi-quantative measure which allows for
sampling of bulk radiative properties of aerosols in the UV.
It is derived by relating the measured upwelling radiances at
two wavelengths in the UV ( 354 and 388 nm for OMI; Torres et al., 2007) to those radiances obtained from a radiativetransfer model assuming molecular scattering only (Herman
et al., 1997; Torres et al., 1998; de Graaf et al., 2005).
Radiative transfer calculations show that the UV-AI takes
positive values for absorbing aerosol, negative values for
non-absorbing aerosol and zero for clouds or purely molecular scattering (Herman et al., 1997; Torres et al., 1998;
de Graaf et al., 2005). The same calculations show that
the magnitude of the UV-AI explicitly depends on aerosol
species, the height above the underlying surface (or cloud)
as well as on the overall brightness of the observed scene.
An advantage of the UV-AI is that it allows to detect the
Atmos. Chem. Phys., 11, 1393–1404, 2011
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Cloudy-scene absorbing-aerosol identification
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the region TSEA is also found to be polluted by largerWe account for differences in the aerosol characteristics
size absorbing-particles, which is due to the anthropogenicwith respect to geographical location by dividing the tropical
and subtropical Atlantic Ocean into four different regions.
The classification of areas is displayed in Fig. 1 with the
acronyms explained in Table 1.
Bulk aerosol characteristics in each region are assumed to
be similar on seasonal timescales. We have tested this assumption using the analysis of anthropogenic- versus natural
fractions of AOD as described in Bellouin et al. (2005), using
MODIS collection 5 data from EOS-Aqua. The MODIS retrieved accumulation mode fraction (AMF, particles smaller
than 1 µm) is used to discriminate between natural- and anthropogenic aerosols. Particles contained in the accumulation mode are treated as anthropogenic (e.g. biomass-burning
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aerosols) and others as natural particles (e.g. mineral-dust
aerosols). If mixtures of biomass-burning- and mineral-dust
aerosols are identified, the AMF of the retrieved AOD is
treated as anthropogenic. We test our assumption of similar
bulk-aerosol characteristics on seasonal timescales seasonwise for each region separately (see Table 1 for acronyms).
The plots illustrating the results of this testing are given in
Figs. S1–S4 of the Supplement to this paper. The analysis of aerosol distributions shows, that the region TSEA is
the only one yielding a significant fraction of pollution by
small-size absorbing-particles. The highest of those fractions
is derived when the biomass-burning season (JJA, SON) in
central to southern Africa occurs. During JJA, the region
TSEA is also found to be polluted by larger-size absorbingparticles, which is due to the anthropogenic-AOD algorithm
design described in Bellouin et al. (2005): biomass-burningaerosol populations may have a significant fraction of particles larger than 1 µm (Remer et al., 1998). So by design,
the algorithm described in Bellouin et al. (2005) defines this
aerosol as natural, although it is of anthropogenic origin.
The region TSWA is subject to similar pollutant fractions
as region TSEA, most certainly owing to biomass-burningaerosol advection from the African continent. For the region TNWA, we find elevated levels of small-size absorbingparticles MAM. These probably stem from biomass burning
in the Caribbean during the local dry season (Robbins et al.,
2008).
The Region TNEA shows no significant pollution by
small-size absorbing-particles. The bulk of observed absorbing particles is of natural origin, being in accordance with
frequent dust outbreaks from the Sahara region. We find
the same for the region TNWA, indicating the observation
of long-range dust-transport (Doherty et al., 2008).
We conclude that in the regions TSEA and TSWA,
aerosol absorption predominantly stems from biomass burning aerosol. In the region TNEA, aerosol absorption mostly
stems from mineral dust aerosol. The same holds for the region TNWA, where a small contribution from biomass burning aerosol is observed in MAM. Due to this geographic- and
temporal distribution of absorbing aerosol in the subtropical and tropical Atlantic Ocean, we are effectively able to
separate the two types of spectral-absorption characteristics
(mainly in the UV for dust, broadband for biomass-burning
aerosol) by use of the four defined regions.
3.1.3

The local-planetary-albedo linear-model

We compute the relationship between observed α, LWP and
AOD(0.55 µm) by means of a multiple linear regression. α
of a scene overcast with liquid water clouds depends on the
surface- and cloud albedo as well as the AOD. We represent
α in scenes overcast with liquid water clouds in terms of the
natural logarithm of LWP and AOD by a multiple linear regression of the form
α=a0 + a1 ln(LWP) + a2 ln(AOD).
www.atmos-chem-phys.net/11/1393/2011/
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Table 1. Acronyms for the regions displayed in Fig. 1, and for the
seasons.
TNWA
TNEA
TSWA
TSEA

tropical northwest Atlantic
tropical northeast Atlantic
tropical southwest Atlantic
tropical southeast Atlantic

DJF
MAM
JJA
SON

December, January, February
March, April, May
June, July, August
September, October, November

α is derived from the CERES TOA shortwave flux, LWP
is taken from AMSR-E and AOD(0.55µm) is taken from
the coarse resolution MODIS dataset. All three quantities
(α, LWP and AOD) are derived from independent coincident retrievals and overcast scenes are derived as described
in Sect. 3.1.1.
We characterise the contribution of clouds to α by taking
the influences of cloud macro- and microphysics into account
separately. Macrophysical cloud properties are introduced by
the LWP, as this quantity is mostly influenced by local meteorological conditions (Stevens and Feingold, 2009, and references therein). Microphysical cloud properties are mainly
dependent on the ambient aerosol population. Therefore, microphysical properties are introduced into Eq. 1 by the AODdependency. By doing this, we include both direct- and indirect aerosol effects in the third right-hand-side term of Eq.
1. Cloud droplet number concentration, the relevant quantity
for aerosol indirect effects, can be approximated as a function of AOD (Quaas et al., 2008; Andreae, 2009).
We are aware that retrievals of cloud optical depth and
cloud droplet effective radius are available. But these can be
strongly affected when performed in the presence of absorbing aerosols (Haywood et al., 2004; Wilcox et al., 2009). We
use LWP retrievals in the microwave spectral-range, because
these are less affected by aerosol-radiation interactions than
retrievals in the visible spectral-range, thus yielding better results for cloud properties in absorbing aerosol contaminated
scenes (Wilcox et al., 2009; Seethala and Horváth, 2010).
In the scope of our study, we concentrate on direct scattering/absorption of incident solar radiation by aerosols above
or inside the cloud layer and the first indirect effect (Twomey
effect). In situations where both effects take place, we sample a combination of direct- and indirect aerosol effects. We
explicitly do not take further indirect- or semi-direct effects
into account, because we hold the LWP and cloud fraction
constant when performing the regression analysis. Nevertheless, it is recognised that semi-direct effects are present in at
least on of the regions of interest (TSEA, as most recently
elucidated by Wilcox, 2010).
We calculate the multiple regression coefficients a0 , a1
and a2 for the two UV-AI bins (<0.7, ≥0.7; see Sect. 3.1.1)
Atmos. Chem. Phys., 11, 1393–1404, 2011
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gion. By application of this method, we take possible dependencies on intra-regional variations in background condi3.2 Results
tions into account. We define the regression slope error as
the standard deviations of the about 10–200 slopes offered
The absolute- and fractional amount of measurements used
by this approach for each of the four regions. We acknowlfor the edge
regression
are displayedweinare
Tab.
2. are
Wesubject
find
the factanalysis
that the measurements
using
that thetoproportion
of
scenes
with
aerosol
absorption
idena large number of uncertainties (Wentz, 1997; Loeb, 2004;
tified inRemer
cloudy
scenes
the reet al.,
2005)varies
and wesignificantly
assume all of between
these uncertainties
gions: being
39 %incorporated
for the region
16 % obtained
for the from
rein the TSEA
standardvs.
deviations
the procedure
explained
above.
gion TNWA.
The two
regions
bordering the western coast
get an and
impression
the performance
of our
model
of Africa,ToTSEA
TNEA,ofboth
have a higher
fraction
(Eq.
1),
we
correlate
CERES-measured
α
vs.
α
obtained
of absorbing-aerosol observations than the neighbouring remodel
thetomeasurements
AOD, LWP
and
gions tofrom
the our
west.
Thisusing
is due
deposition ofofaerosol
which
UV-AI. The scatterplots can be obtained as Fig. S5–S6 in the
is emitted over land and then advected over the ocean.
Supplement to this paper. The scatterplots show an overall
good agreement between measured and modelled LPA valNevertheless,
the resultsused
scatter
the 1:1 line,
which
Table 2:ues.
Amount
of measurements
for about
the regression
analysis
also
reflects
in
the
correlation
coefficients
ranging
from
about
in Eq.1
0.6 to about 0.75. We assume a large part of the scatter about
the 1:1 line to reflect the uncertainties associated with the
Fractional amount of measurements
satellite data (Wentz, 1997; Loeb, 2004; Remer et al., 2005).
Region Total / 105 UV-AI < 0.7
UV-AI ≥ 0.7
These uncertainties are included in the error analysis via the
uncertainty
associated with
TNWA
0.23
0.84the a2 coefficient.
0.16
TNEA
0.58
0.65
0.35
3.2 Results
TSWA
0.63
0.77
0.23
TSEA
1.7
0.61
0.39
The absolute- and fractional amount of measurements used
for the regression analysis are displayed in Table 2. We
findmultiple
that the regression,
proportion ofthe
scenes
with aerosol
absorption
In the
coefficient
a2 quantifies
identified in cloudy scenes varies significantly between the
the dependency of planetary albedo on AOD. The calculated
regions: 39% for the region TSEA vs. 16% for the revalues gion
for the
coefficients
with their
respective
2 , along
TNWA.
The two aregions
bordering
the western
coast
standard
are and
shown
in Fig.2.
of deviations,
Africa, TSEA
TNEA,
both have a higher fraction
For an of
UV-AI
< 0.7, α is found
to increase
with
AOD in allreabsorbing-aerosol
observations
than the
neighbouring
regions.gions
Thisto positive
dependence
of
α
on
AOD
for mostly
the west. This is due to deposition of aerosol
which
is emitted
overin
land
and then
advected
ocean. to
scattering
aerosols
cloudy
scenes
canover
be the
attributed
In the multiple
regression, theaerosol
coefficient
a2 quantifies
the
a combination
of the (scattering)
direct
effect and
dependency
of planetary
AOD. The
calculated
valthe increase
in cloud
albedo albedo
by theonaerosol
indirect
effect.
ues stratify
for the coefficients
along
with their
respectiveonly
stanSince we
by LWP ina2 ,the
multiple
regression,
dard deviations, are shown in Fig. 2.

the Twomey effect (first indirect effect; Twomey, 1974) is
considered here.
This increase in α for scenes with an UV-AI < 0.7 is larger
Atmos. Chem. Phys., 11, 1393–1404, 2011
for the two northern regions (TNEA, TNWA) than for the
two southern regions (TSEA, TSWA). This may be due to
weakly-absorbing biomass-burning aerosol even in scenes

0.04
UV-AI < 0.7
UV-AI ≥ 0.7
0.02
∆α
∆ ln(AOD)

To get an impression of the performance of the model, we
Table 2. Amount of measurements used for the regression analysis
correlate
CERES-measured LPA values vs. LPA values obin Eq. (1).
tained from Eq. 1 using the measurements of AOD, LWP
and UV-AI. The scatterplotsFractional
can be obtained
as Fig. S5 amount of measurements
5
S6 in the Region
supplement
to
this
paper.
The
scatterplots
Total/10
UV-AI <0.7
UV-AI≥0.7 show
an overall good agreement between measured and modelled
TNWA
0.23
0.84
0.16
LPA values.
Nevertheless,
the results
scatter about
TNEA
0.58
0.65
0.35 the 1:1
line, whichTSWA
also reflects
in
the
correlation
coefficients
rang0.63
0.77
0.23
TSEA 0.6 to1.7about 0.75.
0.61 We assume 0.39
ing from about
a large part
of the scatter about the 1:1 line to reflect the uncertainties
associated with the satellite data (Wentz, 1997; Loeb, 2004;
all four
regions
as follows:
In order
get an error
estiRemer for
et al.,
2005).
These
uncertainties
aretoincluded
in the
mate,
regressions
are
performed
for
slabs
of
500
randomly
error analysis via the uncertainty associated with the a2 copicked measurement triplets (α, LWP and AOD) of each reefficient.
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Fig. 2. Result from the regressions analysis: coefficients a2 in
Eq. (1) and respective standard deviations for the selected regions.

Fig. 2: Result from the regressions analysis: coefficients a2 in Eq.1
and respective standard deviations for the selected regions.
For an UV-AI <0.7, α is found to increase with AOD
in all regions. This positive dependence of α on AOD for
mostly scattering aerosols in cloudy scenes can be attributed
yielding
an UV-AI
< 0.7
in the two
southern
regions.
to a combination
of the
(scattering)
aerosol
direct effect
and This
effect
is
not
seen
in
the
two
northern
regions,
because
the increase in cloud albedo by the aerosol indirect effect.
Since wedust
stratify
by LWPabsorbs
in the multiple
regression,
mineral
strongly
radiation
in theonly
UVthewhere
Twomey
effect
indirectTherefore,
effect; Twomey,
1974) is conthe
UV-AI
is (first
derived.
a separation
between
sidered here.and scattering aerosol is more feasible in regions
absorbingThis increase
in α dust
for scenes
with an
UV-AI
<0.7 isdust
largeris the
subject
to mineral
pollution
when
mineral
for the two northern regions (TNEA, TNWA) than for the
only absorbing-aerosol species present (see Sec. 3.1.2).
two southern regions (TSEA, TSWA). This may be due to
For
scenes with an UV-AI > 0.7, negative coefficients a2
weakly-absorbing biomass-burning aerosol even in scenes
are
calculated
for <0.7
all considered
regions.regions.
This is
expected,
yielding an UV-AI
in the two southern
This
efbecause
increase
in aerosol
in cloudy
scenes
fect is notanseen
in the two
northernabsorption
regions, because
mineral
leads
to a reduction
α at TOA
in UV
particular
if the
aerosols
dust strongly
absorbsof
radiation
in the
where the
UV-AI
are
above Therefore,
the clouds.
Although
we do
not sample
is derived.
a separation
between
absorbingand for
scattering
aerosol
is
more
feasible
in
regions
subject
to
minaerosols above clouds explicitly, the results suggest that
eral dust pollution
mineral
dustisis sampled
the only absorbingabsorbing
aerosolwhen
above
clouds
and its TOA
aerosol
species
present
(see
Sect.
3.1.2).
radiative effect is derived.
scenesreduction
with an UV-AI
>0.7,AOD
negative
coefficients
2 reTheFor
largest
of α with
is derived
for athe
are calculated for all considered regions. This is expected,
gion TSEA. This is expected, because this region is heavily
because an increase in aerosol absorption in cloudy scenes
influenced
by advected
aerosol
from Africa
leads to a reduction
of α biomass-burning
at TOA in particular
if the aerosols
(e.g.
Keiltheand
Haywood,
2003).
Biomass-burning
aerosol
are above
clouds.
Although
we do not
sample for aerosols
yields
strongexplicitly,
broadband-shortwave
absorption
(Bergstrom
above aclouds
the results suggest
that absorbing
etaerosol
al., 2007),
resulting
in a and
large
radiative
effect
in the
above clouds
is sampled
its TOA
radiative
effect
is derived.
broadband-shortwave
spectral-region for which α is defined.
reduction
α with
AOD iswe
derived
reForThe
thelargest
regions
TNEAof and
TNWA,
findfor
thetheradiative
gion
TSEA.
This
is
expected,
because
this
region
is
heavily
effect of aerosol absorption in cloudy scenes being almost
influencedfor
byboth,
advected
biomass-burning
from
identical
being
slightly more aerosol
negative
forAfrica
the region
(e.g.
Keil
and
Haywood,
2003).
Biomass-burning
aerosol
TNWA (associated with a higher uncertainty, though).
yields a strong broadband-shortwave absorption (Bergstrom
This indicates observation of desert-dust aerosol in both
et al., 2007), resulting in a large radiative effect in the
regions.
Large amounts
of mineral(0.3–5
dust can
broadband-shortwave
spectral-region
µm) be
for transported
which
from
the Sahara
desert into
the Caribbean.
This
transport
α is defined.
Accordingly,
the results
for the region
TNEA,
predominantly
happens absorbing
in the so-called
Sahara
air-layer
in which the predominant
aerosol species
is dust,

(Doherty et al., 2008, and references therein). While in this
air layer, the transported aerosol is subject to prolonged
www.atmos-chem-phys.net/11/1393/2011/
lifetime, making it possible for large amounts of dust to
arrive in the Caribbean. Our analysis shows, that the aerosol
absorption in the region TNWA (the Caribbean) is almost
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3.3

of a2 .
The aerosol observed in the region TSWA leads to the least
absorption
in cloudy
scenes.data
Validation with
reanalysis
3.3

Validation with reanalysis data

Because we do not sample for the vertical distribution of
we dolayers
not sample
the vertical
cloud- Because
and aerosol
in theforlinear
modeldistribution
describedof
cloudand
aerosol
layers
in
the
linear
model
described
in Sec. 3.1.3, we have applied the Global Earth
sysin
Sect.
3.1.3,
we
have
applied
the
Global
Earth
system Monitoring using Satellite and in-situ data (GEMS)tem
Monitoring
using
Satellite
and
in-situ
data
(GEMS)reanalysis product, where satellite data are assimilated into
reanalysis product, where satellite data are assimilated into
the ECMWF atmospheric model (Hollingsworth et al., 2008)
the ECMWF atmospheric model (Hollingsworth et al., 2008)
for this for
purpose.
this purpose.
Reanalysis
data from
the GEMS
project
contains
Reanalysis
data from
the GEMS
project
containsthreethreedimensional
distributions
of a ofvariety
of aerosol
dimensional
distributions
a variety
of aerosolspecies.
species.
These distributions
are obtained
by assimilation
measureThese distributions
are obtained
by assimilation
of of
measurement
data,
e.g.
from
satellites.
Therefore,
these
data
provide
ment data, e.g. from satellites. Therefore, these data provide
a
valuable
source
of
information
for
our
analysis:
the
vertical
a valuable source of information for our analysis: the vertical
position of clouds and aerosols in the atmospheric column.
position of clouds and aerosols in the atmospheric column.
By use of the GEMS-reanalysis data, we want to test,
By use
of the
data, we
want
to test,
whether
the GEMS-reanalysis
UV-AI is suited for detecting
layers
of absorbing
whetheraerosol
the UV-AI
suitedinfor
layers
of absorbing
aboveisclouds
thedetecting
case of UV-AI
>0.7.
If this is the
aerosol case,
abovethen
clouds
in the case
of UV-AI
> 0.7.
If thisrepresent
is the
the scenes
with an
UV-AI <0.7
should
those
in which
bothUV-AI
direct- <
and0.7
indirect
aerosol
effects
case, then
thecases,
scenes
with an
should
represent
take
place.
those cases, in which both direct- and indirect aerosol effects
take place.We use GEMS-reanalysis data at daily resolution
(12:00 UTC output) for the whole time period of interest. As
We use
GEMS-reanalysis data at daily resolution (12 UTC
the equator crossing time of the A-Train satellite constellaoutput) tion
for the
whole
time
period
of interest.
As the
equator
is about
01:30
p.m.,
the 12:00
UTC model
output
reprecrossingsents
timetheofsampled
the A-Train
satellite
is about
situations
best inconstellation
the Atlantic region.
The
1:30 PM,
the 12parameters
UTC model
represents
the sampled
analysed
are output
the vertical
distributions
of cloud
fraction,
hydrophobic
- and
hydrophilic
black carbon
as well
situations
best in
the Atlantic
region.
The analysed
parameas
dust
(0.55–0.9
µm
size
range).
GEMS
further
considers
ters are the vertical distributions of cloud fraction, hydrophosulfate
and sea salt
aerosols
butas
these
are not relevant
bic - and
hydrophilic
black
carbon
wellspecies
as dust(0.55
- 0.9
in
the
scope
of
our
study.
µm size range).
The aim of analysing the GEMS data is to obtain a clear
The aim
of analysing
GEMS
is to thick
obtain
a clear
separation
betweenthe
those
scenesdata
showing
aerosol
layseparation
thoseand
scenes
aerosol
ers between
above clouds
thoseshowing
scenes inthick
which
this islayers
not the
above clouds
and thosewescenes
whichprofiles
this is of
not
the case.
case. Therefore,
use theinvertical
carbonaceous
Therefore,
the vertical
of carbonaceous
and
and we
dustuse
aerosols
from theprofiles
GEMS reanalysis
to identify
abdust aerosols from the GEMS reanalysis to identify absorbing aerosol
layers. The peak in the profiles of these species
www.atmos-chem-phys.net/11/1393/2011/
(GEMS further considers sulfate and sea salt aerosols) is considered a layer if it is in the upper quartile of the carbonaceous and dust aerosol distributions, and if it is located above

0.04

∆α
∆ ln(AOD)

1. quartile
4. quartile

a2 =

identical to that in the region TNEA, hinting at similar
a much lesser reduction of α per unit AOD. This can
aerosol show
properties
in the two regions. This is in accordance
be explained as follows: Dust aerosol has significantly difwith theferent
just mentioned
dust transport into the Caribbean.
spectral-absorption characteristics than biomass burnThe reduction
of
α
with
AODdust
is less
for mainly
the regions
heavily
ing aerosol. Because
aerosol
absorbs
in the
influenced
by
desert-dust
aerosol
(TNEA,TNWA)
than
for
UV spectral range, its radiative effect in the broadbandthe region
heavily
influenced for
by which
biomass-burning
shortwave
spectral-region
α is defined isaerosol
less prothandue
for biomass-burning
This is reflected
(TSEA).nounced
This is
to the differentaerosol.
spectral-absorption
in the less
values oftypes.
a2 for theInregion
TNEA. α is
characteristics
ofnegative
these aerosol
this study,
For
the
region
TNWA,
we
find
a
reduction
of α
per-unit
defined in the broadband shortwave spectral range
(0.3
5
AOD
which
is
just
in
between
the
values
for
the
regions
µm). Because dust aerosol has a much smaller absorption
TNEA. We know from the seasonal analysis (see
effect inTSEA
this and
spectral-range
than biomass-burning aerosol,
Supplement Figs. S1–S4 and Sect. 3.1.2) that the region
the dust-aerosol
yields a lesser reduction of α with AOD.
TNWA is influenced by long range dust transport as well as
The aerosol
observed
the region
TSWA
leastof
biomass-burninginevents.
Therefore,
we leads
sampletoa the
mixture
absorption
in
cloudy
scenes.
both aerosol species which is reflected in the calculated value
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Fig. 3. Result from the regressions analysis using GEMS-reanalysis
data instead of the UV-AI (Sect. 3.3): coefficients a2 in Eq. (1) and
Fig.
3: Result
fromdeviations
the regressions
analysisregions.
using GEMS-reanalysis
respective
standard
for the selected

data instead of the UV-AI (Sec. 3.3): coefficients a2 in Eq.1
and respective standard deviations for the selected regions.
sorbing aerosol layers. The peak in the profiles of these
species is considered a layer if it is in the upper quartile of
the carbonaceous- and dust aerosol distributions, and if it is
located above a cloud layer as diagnosed by the reanalysis.
aThe
cloud
layer
as diagnosed
the reanalysis.
The lower quarlower
quartile
is taken asby
control
value.
then use
the information
tileWe
is taken
as control
value. contained in the quartiles to
substitute the UV-AI measurements. For this, we apply the
We then use
contained
in theCERES
quartiles to
GEMS-data
as a the
maskinformation
for our satellite
data (MODIS,
substitute
the
UV-AI
measurements.
For
this,
we
and AMSR-E) which is similar to the application of the apply
UV- the
AI: if GEMS-data
suggest
aerosol
profile
characterGEMS-data
as a mask
foran
our
satellite
datawith
(MODIS,
CERES
istics
corresponding
to the
lower quartile
above), we
and
AMSR-E)
which
is similar
to the (see
application
of asthe UVsume
certainly no
absorbing
aerosol layer
above
AI:
if that
GEMS-data
suggest
an aerosol
profile
witha cloud
characterlayer
is
present,
and
otherwise,
if
GEMS-data
suggest
istics corresponding to the lower quartile (see above),anwe asaerosol profile with characteristics corresponding to the upsume that certainly no absorbing aerosol layer above a cloud
per quartile, we identify an absorbing aerosol layer above
layer
is present,
and
otherwise,
if GEMS-data
the cloud.
Then, the
regression
analysis
is performed suggest
as de- an
aerosol
profile
with similar
characteristics
corresponding
to the upscribed in
Sect. 3.1.3
to the cases
UV-AI <0.7 (lower
per
quartile,
weand
identify
absorbing
aerosol The
layerre-above
aerosol
quartile)
UV-AIan
>0.7
(upper quartile).
the
cloud.
the regression
analysis
is performed as desults
for theThen,
coefficient
a2 are shown
in Fig. 3.
The
results
shown
in
Fig.
3
indeed
closely
reproduce
those< 0.7
scribed in the manuscript similar to the cases UV-AI
presented
in
our
manuscript
when
using
the
UV-AI
to
(lower aerosol quartile) and UV-AI > 0.7 (upperidenquartile)
tify results
absorbing
This suggests
the in
sampling
The
foraerosol.
the coefficient
a2 are that
shown
Fig. 3. of
layers of absorbing aerosols by use of the UV-AI is a valid
approach.
Furthermore,
support
our reproduce
assumption those
The results
shown inthese
Fig. results
3 indeed
closely
of
sampling
scenes
dominated
by
indirect
aerosol
effects for
presented in our manuscript when using the UV-AI
to idenUV-AI
<0.7,
where
an
increase
in
LPA
is
to
be
expected.
tify absorbing aerosol. This suggests that the sampling of
It may also be the case, that absorbing aerosol is mixed
layers
of absorbing aerosols by use of the UV-AI is a valid
within the cloud layer. This is important to consider, as
approach. Furthermore, these results support our assumption
this would also lead to a reduction of the LPA, as shown by
ofHaywood
sampling
indirecttheaerosol
effects
andscenes
Shine dominated
(1997) who by
calculated
radiative
ef- for
UV-AI
0.7, where
ansoot
increase
in LPA
is toWebeanalysed
expected.
fect of <
externally
mixed
in a cloud
layer.
Itthemay
also bewith
the respect
case, to
that
absorbing
aerosol
is mixed
GEMS-data
conditions
in which
the peak
within
the cloud
layer.
Thisinisa range
important
consider,
of the aerosol
profile
is located
close to
underand as
above
the
peak
of
the
cloud
layer:
this
does
practically
not by
this would also lead to a reduction of the LPA, as shown
occur
in
the
GEMS-data.
Therefore,
we
do
not
have
to
take
Haywood and Shine (1997) who calculated the radiative efthis of
effect
into account
explicitly.
fect
externally
mixed
soot in a cloud layer. We analysed

the GEMS-data with respect to conditions in which the peak
of the aerosol profile
located
in a11,
range
close underAtmos.isChem.
Phys.,
1393–1404,
2011 and
above the peak of the cloud layer: this does practically not
occur in the GEMS-data. Therefore, we do not have to take
this effect into account explicitly.
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Radiative forcing calculations

4.1

Method

We compute the contribution of the effect of anthropogenic aerosols in cloudy scenes to the all-sky top-of-theatmosphere (TOA) radiative forcing (RF) as
cld
Fant
= F̄

1αant LCF,

Table 3. Annual mean global anthropogenic aerosol RF at TOA in
cld > and <F cld
cloudy scenes in Wm−2 . <Fant
ant abseff > are the results
obtained from the reference- and the absorption-effect calculation,
respectively. Results are displayed for the whole subtropical- and
tropical Atlantic (All regions) as well as for each region separately.

(2)

with F̄ the incoming daily mean TOA solar radiation, LCF
the liquid water cloud fraction and 1αant the change in local
planetary albedo α defined as
1αant =αtot − αnat ,

4.2

(5)

where AODtot is the total AOD and AODant the anthropogenic AOD as described in Bellouin et al. (2005), derived
with MODIS collection 5 data (as in Bellouin et al., 2008).
To compute the forcing, we do not limit the used data to overcast scenes (as done before to compute the expression for
the planetary albedo), but also use scenes with LCF <1 (see
Eq. 2). By this approach, the forcing in all scenes involving
liquid water clouds is taken into account, while the forcing
in scenes with ice clouds or no clouds is not considered here
(set to zero by the factor LCF in Eq. 2).
Firstly, the RF by all anthropogenic aerosols in scenes with
cld
liquid water clouds Fant
is computed choosing the regression applicable according to the retrieved UV-AI (larger or
less than 0.7). Secondly, we separate the absorption effect to
cld
calculate an absorption forcing Fant
abseff by aerosol with an
UV-AI >0.7 which is identified as anthropogenic by the algorithm of Bellouin et al. (2005) (”anthropogenic absorbing
aerosol”). We use a coefficient a2eff defined as
a2eff = a2 |≥0.7 − a2 |<0.7 ,

(6)

with a2 |<0.7 and a2 |≥0.7 being the calculated coefficients for
scenes with an UV-AI <0.7 and ≥0.7, respectively. Only
scenes polluted by anthropogenic absorbing aerosol, defined
by an UV-AI ≥0.7, are used for the second setup. The
cld
absorption forcing Fant
abseff is considered zero in all other
scenes. A detailed error analysis is performed for deriving
the uncertainty related to the radiative forcing values. We include the uncertainties associated with the coefficients a0 , a1
and a2 as well as the uncertainty of 5% given for the MODIS
retrieved AOD over ocean (Remer et al., 2005). The uncertainties associated with CERES and AMSR-E measurements
cancel out in Eq. (2). We assume a negligible uncertainty for
LCF and F̄ and therefore do not include these parameters in
the error estimation.
Atmos. Chem. Phys., 11, 1393–1404, 2011

cld
−3
<Fant
abseff > ×10

All regions
TNWA
TNEA
TSWA
TSEA

+12.9 ± 5.3
−0.79 ± 1.02
−0.02 ± 0.4
−0.28 ± 0.94
+14 ± 2.9

+21.2 ± 11.1
+0.28 ± 0.36
+0.72 ± 1.3
+0.72 ± 0.77
+19.5 ± 8.7

Results

(4)

and
αtot =a0 + a1 ln(LWP) + a2 ln(AODtot ),

cld > ×10−3
<Fant

(3)

with
αnat =a0 + a1 ln(LWP) + a2 ln(AODtot − AODant ),

Region

cld
cld
The two RFs Fant
and Fant
abseff are calculated for each of the
regions and seasons described in Table 1. A distinction between seasons is made to identify changing aerosol loadings
in the course of one year, e.g. during the biomass-burning
season in southern Africa.
We summarise the global yearly averaged total- and
absorbing-aerosol RF by anthropogenic aerosols for each region in Table 3.
The regions TNWA, TNEA and TSWA, show negative
cld
<Fant
>. There, aerosol scattering and the aerosol indirect
effect are larger than aerosol absorption in cloudy scenes.
As shown in Table 2, this is expected, because the majority of the identified scenes yields an UV-AI <0.7 in these
cld
three regions. For the region TSEA, <Fant
> is positive and
much larger than the negative forcing of the other three recld
gions. In fact, <Fant
> of the whole subtropical- and tropical
Atlantic Ocean is dominated by the contribution of the region TSEA. The sign and magnitude of the forcing in region
TSEA also follow directly from the results shown in Table 2
and Sect. 3.2. This is due to multiple factors: (1) The average cloud fraction and (2) the average anthropogenic AOD
are much larger for the region TSEA than for the other regions, (3) high values of anthropogenic AOD often coincide
with scenes yielding an UV-AI >0.7 and (4) the magnitude
of a2 |≥0.7 for the region TSEA is the largest among all calculated values of a2 . As a result, the distribution of calculated
albedo changes for the region TSEA is skewed towards large
reductions. For the other three regions, this distribution is
skewed towards lower reductions.
The same considerations hold for the calculation of
cld
<Fant
abseff >. All regions show a TOA positive RF due to
the absorption effect of absorbing aerosol in cloudy scenes,
and the forcing of the whole subtropical- and tropical Atlantic Ocean is again dominated by the contribution of the
region TSEA.
Because previous studies focussing on the radiative effects of absorbing aerosols above clouds have investigated
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Table 4. Anthropogenic aerosol RF at TOA in cloudy scenes in Wm−2 for region TSEA (see Fig. 1). Results are displayed for different
cld and F cld
seasons (see Table 1), averaged on global and local scale. Fant
ant abseff are the results obtained from the reference and the absorption
effect calculation, respectively.

Season
MAM
JJA
SON
DJF

cld ×10−3
Fant
global
local

+2.56 ± 0.98
+27.4 ± 3.26
+23.2 ± 6.25
+1 ± 1.2

+111 ± 41.6
+1180 ± 141
+1003 ± 267
+43 ± 51.5

the region off the southern coast of Africa, we display the
results of region TSEA in more detail in Table 4.
It is evident, that the TOA RF of absorbing aerosols in
cloudy scenes in the region TSEA is subject to a pronounced
seasonal cycle, with the maximum occurring during the time
of June–November. The TOA RF of region TSEA can reach
up to +0.03 ± 0.003Wm−2 as contribution to the globalmean forcing. The estimates of the direct aerosol effect presented in Forster et al. (2007) range from −0.9Wm−2 to
−0.1Wm−2 , with a best estimate of −0.5Wm−2 . Therefore,
cld
<Fant
> of region TSEA, which covers about 2.7% of the
global area, amounts to about 6 % of this best estimate, but
is of different sign. The contribution of the region TSEA to
the best estimate of Forster et al. (2007) is even larger when
cld
the absorption forcing Fant
abseff is considered (≈7%).
cld
Locally at individual grid-points, Fant
can reach a seasonal
−2
mean value of more than +30Wm near the coast of Angola (not shown), with a regional mean value of +1.55 ±
0.005Wm−2 and +1.46 ± 0.004Wm−2 in season JJA and
SON, respectively (Table 4). Those numbers are even higher
cld
for the absorption forcing Fant
abseff .
The months June–November correspond to the biomassburning season in southern Africa, giving rise to large
scale elevated aerosol layers above the semipermanent
stratocumulus-decks off the coast (Keil and Haywood, 2003).
Therefore, the magnitude of TOA direct RF of those aerosol
layers is subject to a pronounced seasonal cycle. The results we find in this study show the same systematic as previous studies for the TSEA region (Keil and Haywood, 2003;
Schulz et al., 2006; Stammes et al., 2008; Chand et al., 2009),
namely a significant positive TOA DRF when layers of absorbing aerosol reside above cloud layers. This, together
with our evaluation using GEMS-reanalysis data (Sect. 3.3),
gives confidence in the method applied in this study. It is
therefore indeed possible to quantify the TOA DRF of absorbing aerosol layers above clouds by use of passive remote
sensing only.
It should be emphasised that the RF values presented here
are the contribution of the direct and first indirect aerosol
effects in cloudy skies. The direct effect in clear skies
as well as semi-direct- and second indirect effects would
www.atmos-chem-phys.net/11/1393/2011/

cld
−3
Fant
abseff ×10
global
local

+4.08 ± 2.26
+36.1 ± 16
+33.9 ± 14.6
+2.56 ± 2

+177 ± 98.7
+1555 ± 688
+1464 ± 635
+110 ± 88.8

need to be taken into account for an estimate of the overall
anthropogenic-aerosol RF in the region of interest.
Furthermore, due to stringent filtering of the satellite data,
we did not take scenes with overlying cirrus into account.
Because cirrus clouds can be permeable to shortwave radiation, the radiative effect of absorbing aerosol overlying the
low cloud layer may occasionally be just as large in cirruscontaminated- as in cirrus-free scenes. Therefore, the RF
values presented here may be underestimated.
5

Summary and conclusions

In this study, we aimed at investigating the direct radiativeforcing of absorbing aerosols in cloudy skies by means of
passive-remote-sensing measurements from spaceborne instruments. We used a three-year spanning (2005–2007)
dataset covering the tropical- and subtropical Atlantic Ocean
with data from different satellite sensors in the “A-Train”
constellation (Stephens et al., 2002; Anderson et al., 2005).
With this, we performed a statistical analysis to find a relationship between local planetary albedo α and absorbingaerosol presence in cloudy scenes.
By the method presented in this paper, a multiple linear regression is performed to derive a statistical expression
linking α derived from CERES to cloud liquid water path
(LWP) from AMSR-E and aerosol optical depth (AOD) from
MODIS in presence of low-level liquid water clouds as detected by MODIS. We use the UV-Aerosol Index (UV-AI)
derived from OMI data as an indicator for absorbing-aerosol
presence in cloudy scenes. For situations with scattering and
only slightly absorbing aerosols (UV-AI <0.7), α increases
with AOD, which is consistent with aerosol scattering and/or
an aerosol indirect effect. In scenes with absorbing aerosols
(UV-AI >0.7), in all regions, α decreases with AOD, hinting at the effect of aerosol absorption in the cloudy scenes.
It must be stated, that this approach implies assumptions
which play an important role for quantifying the radiative
forcing of aerosols in cloudy scenes: we neither sample for
the vertical structure of the atmospheric column, nor do we
explicitly sample for aerosol absorption, i.e. AOD of absorption. Nevertheless, these results are supported by a validation
Atmos. Chem. Phys., 11, 1393–1404, 2011
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exercise in which we used GEMS-reanalysis data to sample
for aerosol layers overlying clouds. These results even suggest, that scenes showing an UV-AI >0.7 may very well represent cloud absorbing-aerosol overlap.
These relationships between α and AOD enabled us to estimate the large-scale long-term TOA RF of anthropogenic
aerosols in cloudy scenes. The anthropogenic aerosol fraction is derived as described in Bellouin et al. (2005). The
overall forcing is negative in three out of four regions and significantly positive in the region off the coast of Namibia and
Angola (region TSEA). Due to the frequent presence of lowlevel clouds and the strong α-AOD relationship, this region
dominates the anthropogenic forcing in scenes with low-level
clouds in the entire region investigated here. The RF of
the entire region amounts to a contribution to the global annual mean anthropogenic aerosol forcing of +0.014 ± 0.006
Wm−2 . The global contribution of only aerosol absorption
in cloudy scenes by anthropogenic aerosols is estimated at
+0.02 ± 0.003 Wm−2 .
We performed a validation exercise with GEMS-reanalysis
data (Hollingsworth et al., 2008) to check whether we are
able to quantify the TOA RF of a layer of absorbing aerosol
overlying a cloud layer. The results of this validation suggest, that we are indeed able to do so. This makes our study
comparable to previous studies on this matter (Keil and Haywood, 2003; Stammes et al., 2008; Chand et al., 2009). Most
of these earlier studies used either model calculations with
prescribed vertical positions of aerosol and clouds, active
remote-sensing instruments or both. Although we emphasise
that we do not sample for the vertical position of cloud- and
aerosol layers, the results show that we have indeed quantified the reduction of α resulting from absorbing aerosol overlying a cloud layer. In fact, our derived TOA RF agrees well
with the previous studies, especially for the region off the
coast of Southern Africa. A combination of passive-remotesensing data from satellite instruments is thus suited for investigating this effect on climate.
Supplement related to this article is available online at:
http://www.atmos-chem-phys.net/11/1393/2011/
acp-11-1393-2011-supplement.pdf.
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